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TEXT
EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
I have a bit of a scoop for you; literally a BIT of a scoop...
So as you can see by this issue’s beautiful cover, we have the
lovely Jon Harrison popping in for a chat about the making of
the graphics for Paperboy – along with a few other C64 titles
he worked on. “But what of the programmer?” I hear you cry;
“what about Chris Harvey who programmed Paperboy for the
Commodore 64?” Well – I have been in contact with Chris, and
provided him with a list of questions for him to answer... but
since then, things have gone quiet due to Chris being incredibly
busy, and the last interaction I had with him included the
following that was a response to a variety of questions
regarding Bomb Jack, which he also programmed for the C64...
“... I was surprised by all the Bomb Jack questions. I would
have thought Paperboy would have been the one that
garnered the most interest, but barely a mention. I must
admit, I really enjoyed making Bomb Jack (out of all the
arcade machines we had at Elite at the time (Our "canteen"
was overflowing with them)) Bomb Jack was my favourite, so
I was very happy to be given the project.”
Chris did mention other things - one of them being why he can’t
engage too much at this moment in time due to a very highprofile Hyper Reality VR project he’s working on in Los Angeles.
So, there you have it... Chris is around and engaging with us...
and so I’m sure we’ll get to chat with him about Paperboy and
Bomb Jack in a future issue of FREEZE64.
But that’s not to say that we don’t have a scoop for you in this
issue! No, no, dear reader, we have a whole-host of exclusive
C64 content including our interview with the great Jon
Harrison; we have a chat with Andy Vaisey about the making of
Chiller 2; Runn ‘n’ Gunn by Carleton Handley gets a mini review;
Jason Oakley shares part 2 of his Toxic Frenzy diary; our Julian
ZZAPSBACK to May 1987; Secret Squirrel reveals a multitude of
hidden elements in William Wobbler and Chiller 2; the Mouldy
Cupboard relinquishes Super Scoop; and we have a collection
of cheats and hacks for you to play with.
I hope you enjoy this new and exciting issue!

Vinny@FREEZE64.co.uk
Proprietor | Editor | Publisher
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is definitely
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EXTRA! EXTRA! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
Elite Systems’ 1986 arcade hit has become a
Marmite title for the Commodore 64 community:
you either love it or hate it...
I’m definitely up for sharing some Paperboy love as I’m one
of those fortunate gamers who discovered the title on the
Commodore 64 BEFORE setting my eyes on the arcade
version. And because of that, I actually prefer the 8-bit
breadbin effort – which admittedly looks very different to
the coin-op, which is much more colourful, sharper in
detail and a little easier to control.
The original arcade version of Paperboy was developed
and published by Atari back in 1984/85 and featured a
unique bicycle handlebar control system. A year or so later
the rights for the game were acquired by Elite Systems who
took on the mammoth task of converting Paperboy to
various 8-bit systems, which included the BBC micro, Acorn
Electron, ZX Spectrum, Amstrad CPC, and the good old C64.

RIDING THE C64 VERSION
The job of creating the Commodore 64 version of Paperboy
was passed to the well-established C64 programmer Neil
Bate who, along with Chris Harvey, Jon Harrison and Mark
Cooksey produced a competent recreation of the no.1
arcade hit.
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GAME PROFILE
NAME: PAPERBOY
PUBLISHER: Elite YEAR: 1986
TEAM: Neil A. Bate, Chris Harvey,
Jon Harrison, Mark Cooksey
OUR GAME RATING: 9/10
“If Elite are going to continue
releasing conversions of this
quality, then they should do so
at a budget price.”

ZZAP!64 – 44% - Feb 1987
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GET WITH IT, BOY!
As the game’s title would suggest, you are a
paperboy in a well-to-do suburban US
neighbourhood tasked with delivering the
Daily Sun newspaper to all your paying
subscribers in Acacia Avenue. Kitted out with
your BMX bike and a bundle of freshly printed
newspapers, you make your way up the street
hurling the papers at your subscribers’
dwelling hoping that one will land neatly in
their mailbox or at their front door, keeping
them happy until the next day’s delivery. But
not all your customers are delighted with your
service and will do their utmost to slow you
down in the hope that you get fired
(charming!).

ON YER BIKE!
Once loaded (NOVALOAD N101788), the title
screen fires up with a bitmap drawn by our
main interviewee for this issue, Jon Harrison.

Not all the residents of Acacia Avenue are
subscribers to the Daily Sun – in fact, they
despise every single letter, word and sentence
written within it, which is why you do your
utmost to avoid them, but at the same time
find it hilarious to throw newspapers at their
windows (tut-tut).

It’s a clean conversion of Atari’s original
screen – be it with limited colours.

If you manage to reach the end of the road
intact, you get the chance to whiz through a
random BMX course, which, if completed in
the allotted time, rewards you with extra
points. It’s a tough job, and one wonders why
you would bother for the measly wage of a
mere paperboy.

Accompanying the bitmap is an additional
screen outlining the game credits, which
include Neil A. Bate and Chris Harvey*.

You may recognise Chris as the programmer
of Bomb Jack for the C64 – who we had a
quick chat with in FREEZE64 issue 27.
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*ALTHOUGH WE HAVE SPOKEN TO CHRIS HARVEY, HE DOESN’T WISH TO BE INTERVIEWED AT THIS MOMENT IN TIME.

To be honest with you, the instructions are a
tad overkill and would have been adequate
enough if they had just said: ride a bike; throw
newspapers at the houses; and don’t crash!
It’s a simple enough structure for a fun and
engaging arcade game.
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Another name that you may recognise, which
doesn’t appear in the credits, is that of C64
SID musician extraordinaire, Mark Cooksey,
who created tunes loosely based on Atari’s
original version – though you really need to
listen carefully to pick out the main tune. But
seeing that I never saw or heard the original
Atari version back in the day, I had nothing to
compare the C64 tune to, and so I enjoyed the
5 SID tunes as original compositions.
Whacking the FIRE BUTTON starts paperboy’s
weekly round with MONDAY, and sends him
off to deliver his first bundle of newspapers.

As you make your way up the street delivering
newspapers and collecting more supplies
along the way, a variety of obstacles and
deterrents end up in your path, which include
radio-controlled cars, rolling tyres, rabid dogs,
manic joggers, workmen, skateboarders... it’s
certainly a busy street! Colliding with any of
the hazards will result in the loss of one of
your three lives. But losing all your lives isn’t
the only route to GAME OVER; if you miss or
anger enough customers on your daily round,
you could face instant dismissal and be fired
on the spot! But don’t be deterred from
smashing a few non-subscribers’ windows
along the way as it will increase your damage
score and also add an additional element of
fun to the game.

Tightly squeezed into the bottom-right of the
screen, your paperboy character frantically
pedals his BMX, heading up the street and
past the houses of the Daily Sun readers.
Tapping the FIRE BUTTON releases one of his
newspapers from his delivery satchel, which
is ultimately the aim of the game. But your
timing is crucial here because, firstly, you
need to ensure that a newspaper is delivered
to the correct house – non Sun readers’
houses are greyed out. Secondly, you need to
ensure that the newspaper either lands on
the Sun readers’ doorstep or a direct hit
within their mailbox. Failing that, you can
always take the manic approach of frantically
lobbing newspaper after newspaper, in the
hope that one of them eventually lands in the
right place. The problem with this approach is
that your clumsy and random aim could lead
to a broken window, which will ultimately
anger your customer and result in a cancelled
subscription – and finally you being FIRED,
which leads to GAME OVER.

If, at the end of your daily round, you do
manage to reach the top of the street intact,
then you’ll be faced with the gruelling chore
of having to complete a bonus BMX course for
extra points. It’s a tough, old track, and one I
have never managed to complete!
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VINNY’S FINAL THOUGHTS...

But the reality is, Paperboy is still a fine game
to play... and all in one, single load. If you look
at the amount of content there is in the actual
game, it’s amazing that the Elite team were
able to fit so much into 64K! But I’m sad that
the original ZZAP!64 members didn’t like the
game and only scored it a measly 44%.
I’d be happy flaunting a much higher and
more respectable score of 85%.

Paperboy is actually one of my favourite titles
on the Commodore 64. Okay – so the graphics
are blocky; the music may feel a little
repetitive; the controls can be slightly
frustrating; the play area is limited; oh, and
sometimes newspapers disappear JUST as
you’re about to collect them...

FRANK’S MEMORIES...
Our very own Cyber Brother and author of the GAMES THAT
WEREN’T book, Frank Gasking, is back with his thoughts and
memories of Paperboy on the Commodore 64...

Why? My dad's job was fixing windows, and I
thought it was hilarious that I was now
smashing them (virtually) and I remember my
mum laughing too, but telling me to
"Shhhhh!", so my dad didn't hear.

As a kid, I'd never seen or heard of
Paperboy and its handlebar-based
arcade machine, so I was completely
intrigued by it when checking out the
range of Encore budget titles in
Boots back in 1990.

I enjoyed trying to get a full delivery,
pretending to talk to the characters on my
delivery round and then rush the bonus round
- pretending I had to "get back before I shat
myself", or something similar (what can I say,
I didn't get out much as a kid!). Anyone who
wasn't a subscriber, I would "punish them" by
smashing up their house - thinking that I was
the Mafia or something, and that my reign of
terror would force them to subscribe on my
next run. Then when I eventually died, I'd just
arse around with the high-score table,
changing "ELITE" to a variety of different
words and shouting them out as I did it.
Tragically, I still do most of the above today,
entertaining my daughter over the years
occasionally when we load it up.

I remember coming home one day from
primary school, and mum had treated me to
the budget version. I was so excited, rushing
upstairs to load it up. My mum came up to
play the game as well (which was not
something she usually did). Once the game
loaded up, the first thing that hit me was the
amazing and lively Mark Cooksey tune, which
blazed out of the speakers and sounded like
someone playing a track on speed. Completely
crazy tune, but one of his best for sure.
Playing the game, I wasn't disappointed - but
after initially delivering papers properly like
you're expected to - I missed, and a paper flew
straight through someone's living room
window with a convincing window smash
effect. That was it – I proceeded to rush
through and smash as many windows as I
could in complete fits of laughter...
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THE mouldy CUPBOARD
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 SAVING SUPER SCOOP FROM THE DEEP, DARK CUPBOARD!
TEXT
It’s the end of January 2021 and the heavens
have *just* opened up and released a flurry
of snow on FREEZE64 H.Q. The cold weather
has most-certainly landed, and an outside
temperature of -4 degrees centigrade
ensures that the Mouldy Cupboard upstairs
in our spare room is alive and well – and
moulding up nicely!

Enemy guard ships patrol the edges of the
zones and when level, will fire bolts of
plasma at you. Should these collide with the
ship you will be vaporised. You have five
ships in your squad. If your squad is
annihilated, the game is over.

For some strange reason, I have no
recollection of this game; I can’t remember
where it came from or why it’s in the
cupboard... but scanning some online
documentation reveals that the game was
programmed by Stephen Kellett and released
back in 1984 by Micro Mart Software. Some
of you will recognise the programmer’s name
as our interviewee for FREEZE64 issues 34 and
35. Stephen revealed that he also
programmed Hyper Blast in the same year –
also for Micro Mart.

Okay – so seeing that the instructions
mention Hyper Blast, I’m guessing that we’re
looking at another of Stephen’s cool arcade
games. Let’s load it up and find out.

LOADING...
After around 3 minutes of a blank purple
loading screen, the game initiates itself for a
moment with some weird sprite display, and
then the title screen kicks in...

IT’S ANOTHER SCOOP!
But I honestly don’t remember this game, and
so I need to scan the tape inlay to check out
the instructions:
In the year 4000 AD special squads were sent
to scour enemy zones containing the
essential Di-Planium metal ore needed for
the ‘Hyper Blast’ zones. The ore is found in
various patterns in the enemy zones. Pilots of
the special squads are awarded a bounty for
the ore collected on each grid.

Actually – there are two title screens: one
with credits, and one with credits and basic
control instructions.
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I managed to preserve an original .TAP version of Super Scoop for GAMEBASE64.com

And so it’s time to salvage another old and
rare Commodore 64 game from the moulding
depths of hell, which this time round is an
oldie called SUPER SCOOP...
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FIRING UP the game...

Finding a balance between collecting some
ore elements and dodging incoming fire to
avoid losing a ship is the key to completing
each level. Mastering that balance will
ultimately get you through the 12 different
screens, which then loop and become a lot
more challenging the second time round.

Hitting the SPACEBAR takes you straight onto
the game screen where you are gifted a few
seconds grace to get your bearings before the
onslaught commences...

On the right side of the screen you’ll find the
game’s info dashboard containing the highest
score, the current in-game score, the level
count, and number of ships remaining – which
right at the start of the game is five.

You’ll notice that the basic level designs are
much like those of Arkanoid, but with less
colour – one thing that Super Scoop could
have done with a lot more of.

After a few very quick failed attempts, it
appears that the aim of the game is to collect
all the ore elements scattered around the
screen whilst avoiding enemy fire. It’s that
simple. But you’ve got to have super-quick
reflexes because as your craft spawns in the
centre of the screen, the four enemy craft sit
on the outside axis and fire inwards, each ship
releasing one shot at a time – but to you there
are 4 shots heading your way.

Dodging the enemy fire is simply achieved by
moving your ship either up, down, left or
right... but be careful as moving away from
one enemy missile can force you straight into
another – resulting in a loss of life.

With regards to sound, there is not a single
note of music to be heard, but there are some
pretty impressive arcade blasting sound
effects that add to the whole atmosphere and
pace of the game.

VERDICT
There’s no doubt that Super Scoop’s graphics
and sound are basic in style and appear to be
merely functional. The thing is, the simplicity
works and works well as a Commodore 64
arcade game. There’s definitely a Minter feel
to the game. In fact - if you enjoy Jeff Minter’s
LASER ZONE, and Andrew Challis’ MICRO
PAINTER, then you’re going to LOVE Super
Scoop! It’s yet another impressive game from
Stephen Kellett, and I’m definitely keeping this
out of the Mouldy Cupboard.
---=== # ===--We’ll have another Mouldy game for you in
the next issue of FREEZE64 
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DIARY OF A GAME

THE MAKING OF TOXIC FRENZY BY JASON OAKLEY
TEXT

PART 2

• Wednesday 30th September, 2020

Welcome to part 2 of Diary of a Game - The
Making of Toxic Frenzy, a fun arcade game by
Jason Oakley that we released as part of our
FREEZE64 Christmas Eve 2020 exclusive – along
with a whole host of Commodore 64 goodies.
We continue with Jason’s diary as he continues
working on the title screen and starts to
implement the scroller...

OldSkoolCoder (OSK) helped me code a
by-1-pixel scrolling message along the
bottom of the title screen. I decided there
was enough colour and movement on the
screen, and so I left this a static colour. I
edited the text about 12 times, slightly
changing the message each time, but
keeping to a maximum of 255 letters to
make the coding easier.
I got the scrolling message going nicely,
then realised I hadn’t left any space for
my “Blue Bilby” logo, which I like to have
in all my games (well, so far this one and
Corey Coolbrew for the ZX Spectrum). I
moved the logo around a few times. It
would fit nicely next to TOXIC, but that
screwed up the rasterbars and I certainly
didn’t want that to happen, so I shrunk
the sprite size and squeezed it in to the
left of the F in FRENZY.
OSK helped me to get the FIRE button
detection to work.
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I also discovered a bug whilst
testing the title screen in VICE
where it displays a single white
pixel on the screen. I tested the
code in another emulator and
the debugger, as well as loading
it up on my actual Commodore
64c and it didn’t show.
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• Friday 2nd October, 2020

“I TRIED ADDING THE
IN-GAME TUNE, BUT IT
APPEARED TO HAVE TINY
PAUSES AND SKIPS.”

By this stage, my single code file was getting
quite large, so I split out the title-screen code
to its own .ASM file. This became really handy
later as I began running out of space to store
code!
I made the Blue Bilby logo glow by copying the
blue colour-sweep colours to the sprite. It
made the logo look nicer than just a static
image.

There were a couple of bad lines in the TOXIC
logo, so I had to redesign the colours a few
times, but also the rasterbar stripes that
didn’t look great in my first few designs. I
must have retried them about 8 times. I
thought by now someone would have made a
website where you type in the colours you
want to make into rasterbars and it outputs
the data you need. All I found were websites
or programs you can run to define the colours
manually and see how they would turn out.
That’s okay, but not ideal. [“There you go
Jason, that’s something for you to create
during some down-time” – Vinny]. So, lots of
trial and error.
At this stage, my two-week work holiday was
nearing the end. I had planned to drive to
Sydney on Saturday and catch up with a few
friends and also one of my friends was giving
me an Amiga 500 computer! It turned out
that he gave me TWO of them! So no coding
for the next couple of days as I was dog tired
after all that driving.

• Monday 5th October, 2020
Mike Richmond provided me with the music
and sound FX that I asked him to create; they
are fun tunes. I inserted the music code onto
the title screen and it worked first go, which
surprised me as I thought I was running out of
CPU time - what with all of those rasterbars
etc. I guess hard-core demo coders would
know better. Anyway, I tried adding the ingame tune, but it appeared to have tiny
pauses and skips. I talked it over with OSK and
he suggested disabling interrupts while the
raster split happened when I multiplexed a
sprite, and then add the music at the bottom.
That worked!
I have an issue where the bottom ‘MISSES’
sprite no longer displays. I worked on the
problem with OSK for about half an hour
before I realised that a few days before I had
disabled that sprite when you start the game
as there are no ‘MISSES’ to display! I
temporarily turned it on to test and it all
worked nicely. PHEW! Lucky!!

• Wednesday 7th October, 2020
I finished work, so I decided to get busy. I
worked on the code to get the man with the
barrel — “BarrelMan” in my code — to move
and do his basic animation. It worked a treat
and I uploaded the code to GitHub.

• Sunday 11th October, 2020
I’ve not been up to doing any coding for a few
days. Instead, I spent the 8th Oct scrubbing
my new Amigas’ cases and keys from one
keyboard. I also had my podcast that night.
The next couple of days I didn’t force myself
to dev as I’m not up to it or it won’t be good.
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Today I got quite busy as I started to set up
the drips to pick a random spot on the X-axis.
I found some useful Random Number
Generator code, and with some tweaking, it
worked really well. I also defined the Y-axis
values for the drips and changed it a few
times as it required a few adjustments.

Over 800 people chose “FREE”. Two people
paid with the total sales coming to USD$11.
Now this will be an exclusive for FREEZE64
Magazine! How cool!
So now there’s been a few changes... The title
screen now has “FREEZE64 PRESENTS” and
the game background has changed to a
Christmas themed version:

Next, I enabled the game to play Mike’s
“GAME START” ditty and pause the game until
the tune finished playing. That was a nice
touch, which I really like.
I implemented the routine to allow the drips
to fall down in steps and make a “blip” sound,
which Mike created. Very nice.
Since the ‘catch’ of a drip needs to be tested
once the drip reaches its lowest level, I put a
check in the code to see if the player’s
position was the same as the drip, and change
the border colour if it is. I’ll expand on that in
the future.

So far today I’ve managed to get the bottom
player sprite to display and drip out liquid if
there’s some in the bucket. Now I’m checking
if the “BarrelMan” is under the bottom player
when tossing out the liquid.

The last bit for today was testing the joystick
movement LEFT. I got a result for that and
checked all my code into GitHub.

I discovered that my score hasn’t been
showing for some time. I was so busy working
on other things that I didn’t even notice it had
stopped displaying, so most of the day has
been attempting to track down the ‘glitch in
the Matrix’.

I keep getting more and more people to greet
in my scrolly message. It’s quite amusing. I’m
not sure if it will be popular enough, but I’ve
added them all the same.

• Saturday 17th October, 2020

I’ve also managed to get the score variables
to add up correctly when the liquid is dropped
to the BarrelMan! Sweet!

I’ve had radio shows and a podcast to do, so
they cut into my C64 dev time. Oh, well!
A new direction... I was talking to Vinny from
FREEZE64 magazine last night on Twitter. We
came to an agreement that Toxic Frenzy will
now be an exclusive FREEZE64 Christmas
game release! That’s fantastic! I released a
Spectrum game earlier this year on itch.io
with a ‘choose your own payment’ option.

In the next instalment of The Toxic Frenzy
diary, we continue with Jason’s entry for
Sunday 18th October where he tracks down
the culprit to his score-display bug 
You can follow Jason and his coding
escapades on Twitter @WauloK
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Greetings and welcome to the latest
instalment of ZZAPBACK, a regular
monthly column in which I take a trip
back in time to look at the top games
reviewed in an old edition of the classic
Commodore magazine, ZZAP! 64. This
month, I'm going back to 1987 and
delving into issue 25—the May edition
of the publication.
Similar to last month, the May ‘87 edition of
Britain’s best-selling Commodore 64
magazine wasn’t exactly bulging at the seams
with highly-rated new releases. There were
certainly plenty of games released that month
– Konami’s conversion of Nemesis and
Activision’s unusual Sailing both scored well
with 80% apiece – but most games were
pretty average to say the least. Titles like
Aliens, Shao-Lin’s Road, The Growing Pains
of Adrian Mole, and Cholo notched up fair-tomiddling scores, and there were a few
steaming stinkers in the form of the highly
disappointing Elevator Action (29%), the
miserable Grange Hill (19%), and the utterly
dire Werner, which scored a woeful 10%.

On a brighter note, we did review Impossible
Mission and gave it a one-off “Past Blaster”
rating of 95%. We hadn’t actually reviewed the
game before because it was released prior to
ZZAP! magazine’s launch, and the team
certainly enjoyed taking a retrospective look at
what was one of our all-time favorite
Commodore 64 releases. The superlatives and
hyperbole were laid on thick, and we basically
said that Impossible Mission was a must-have
title. We even offered a special half-price deal
for readers to buy the game through
Newsfield’s software service. That could be
seen as somewhat of a conflict of interests, but
most readers understood that Impossible
Mission was very much a favorite of the ZZAP!
team, and fortunately there were few
complaints about us essentially shilling the
game.
No games this month were good enough to be
given a Gold Medal, but quite a few were close
to being awarded Sizzlers: Hewson’s Ranarama
scored an impressive 87%, Mastertronic’s
decent shoot ‘em up budget title POD was
awarded 84%, and the entertaining Shockway
Rider received a rating of 86%.
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However, only one game actually
received a Sizzler, and that was
Pandora’s Into the Eagle’s Nest, which
we scored 90%.

I rounded off the trio of comments echoing the
other reviewers’ highly positive sentiments, saying,
“Although Gauntlet clones are appearing at an
alarming rate, some, like this, are extremely good.
Atmospheric graphics and sound effects are
combined with exciting and addictive gameplay to
create an excellent game. What’s nice about Eagle’s
Nest is the feeling of “being there” – it’s very easy
to get totally engrossed in the action. Completing
the four missions should take up a fair amount of a
player’s time, and at nine quid it’s well worth
looking up if you’re a Gauntlet fan.”

Gary Penn was similarly enthused,
noting that, “Slick presentation is usually
superfluous – but not in this case. Here,
the atmosphere is enhanced, almost
generated by the cosmetics – glorious,
colourful and distinctly “macho” graphics
complemented by near-perfect sound,
especially the ricochet of bullets, the
metallic clang of a bullet hitting a locked
door, and the subtle footsteps. The fact
that gunfire is invisible adds to the
overall feel – it’s far more appropriate
than being able see bullets moving slowly
towards you. Eagle’s Nest is simply
gorgeous. It’s like playing with a digital
Action Man or binary toy soldiers – only
better because they move and less
imagination is required. Great stuff
Pandora – keep it up… PLEASE!”
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Steve Jarratt commented in his review of
the Gauntlet-style game, “Beneath the
rather ordinary packaging of Into the
Eagle’s Nest lurks a tremendous game.
Gauntlet clones are all the rage these
days, and this uses the format to great
advantage. The graphics are very neat;
really atmospheric, with great depth and
detail. The action is tense and electric –
especially when you come screaming
around the corner, straight into a pack of
German soldiers all lusting for your
blood. Highly entertaining and worth
every penny.”

FREEZE! Issue #00
While I really enjoyed playing Into the Eagle’s
Nest when I reviewed it, I didn’t ever play it
again, and over the years had totally
forgotten about it. That made playing it again
almost
like
experiencing
something
completely new. As we all mentioned in our
reviews, Into the Eagle’s Nest is very much a
Gauntlet clone, but instead of a fantasy style
setting, its action takes place in a World War
II castle filled with enemy soldiers. The action
is challenging at first, but, just like the
Gauntlet coin-op, the key to success is
figuring out where to position yourself so that
you can shoot the approaching hordes of
enemy soldiers without them rushing and
overwhelming you. Once you work that out,
the game becomes a fun game of cat and
mouse where you’re running around the
castle in search of items, ammo boosts, and
the exit to each level while gunning down the
enemy forces.

What I especially like about the game
nowadays is that it isn’t stupidly rock freakin’
hard. As a result, I made good progress
through its four levels without feeling the
need to tear my hair out like I do with many
of the more difficult C64 titles of the period.
Ultimately, Into the Eagle’s Nest remains one
of the better Gauntlet clones on the trusty old
Commodore 64. It’s a simple, fun-to-play, and
pretty entertaining little release that provided
a couple of hours of solid entertainment on a
rainy afternoon. Don’t go in expecting serious
fireworks, but if you’re after a fun shooter
that you can complete within a couple of
sittings, I think it’s worth looking up.
And that wraps it up for this month.
I'll be back in 30-or-so days
— this time looking at issue 26.
Care to dance,
old chap?
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See you then!

